Company Profile

GeeksnTechnology Limited

About GeeksnTechnology:
GeeksnTechnology is a USA based Company, expanding the IT business in Bangladesh to prosper
and develop IT sector in Bangladesh. GeeksnTechnology main office is located in Springfield,
Virginia, U.S.A. It also has a branch in Bangladesh which is located in Mohakhali DOHS, Dhaka,
Bangladesh. GeeksnTechnology is a multi-skilled IT based software and web development service
provider with a highly competent workforce.
We are cross-platform skills and quality- integrated company providing professional service in
software, websites, web design, mobile applications and other IT related work. We believe life
depends on technology to improve our daily lives and without technology we won’t be where we are
at today. In GNT, we take pride in our work. We strongly believe in customer service and their
satisfaction.

GNT provides high-quality, process- based
software products/solutions. GNT offers
flexible customer-centric software services,
business solutions, value-based technology,
and strategic consulting, with the goal of
lowering the total cost of ownership and highquality results for IT initiatives and operations.

GNT Ltd is specialized in software development, ERP, CRM, and web & e-commerce development.
We have involved in many amazing project models, and business strategies to provide high-quality
and cost-effective solution to our clients to meet their goals and perform better. Our success,
customer satisfaction, technical expertise, market value and transparency have made us a top preferred
vendor to our clients worldwide.
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Our Values:
Honesty
Geeksntechnology limited embraces
excellent ethical standards on a daily
basis. We are not afraid of being honest
with ourselves, our staff, and our
customers.

Passsion
Everyday, Geeksntechnology limited tries
to build quality products that are useful
and that people desire. Building with
passion means caring about the products
we make, and the work we do.

Teamwork
We want all people to feel like they work
with GNT, not for GNT. We think it's
important to have fun with your
coworkers
while
working
and
contributing to the GNT Software team.

Customer Service
Every decision we make is customercentered. If we cannot please our
customer, then we prioritize finding a
better alternative.

These are the values that guide our business, our product development, and our brand. These are the
values what we inspire and look for in every employee(s) in our organization. As our organization
continues to evolve and grow, these values remain constant.

GNT Mission& Vision:


We understand the business needs of our clients, and how technology can be a tool to make
modern businesses more profitable.



GNT combines technical excellence with great customer service and value for money.



We value creativity and collaboration; ideas are shared and everybody contributes on an
individual basis to the common goal.



We create new teams for each project, ensuring the best possible combination of skills and
experience to meet the client's needs and deliver high quality solutions.

INTEGRITY:
Act with Integrity and Show Respect
Commence a commitment to integrity and ethics. Show respect for and value all individuals for their
diverse backgrounds, experiences, styles, approaches and ideas and Listen to others for understanding
as well treat one another the way everyone should be treated.
ACCOUNTABILITY
Be Accountable
Take personal accountability for own actions and results and focus on finding solutions and achieving
results. Involve with others in decision making. Give personal commitment to the success and act as
leader.
PASSION
Be Passionate About Our Organization
Show pride in our work. Enlighten our clients and serve our clients through the great effort and
services. Show a positive, energizing, optimistic and fun environment. Promote and implement
creative and innovative ideas and solutions.

SIMPLICITY
Act Strive for Simplicity
Seek to continually simplify and improve processes, procedures and activities and easy for everyone.
Work within organizational boundaries/levels. Work professionally with people and issues directly
and openly.

RESULTS
Urge for Success
Achieve results and celebrate. Help one another to be their best by guiding and feedback. Work with
others as a team to accomplish results to win. Have a strong positive attitude and drive to get the job
done on time. Make our organization feel valued and appreciated.

Scheme & Focus:
GNT exercises to exceed customer expectations by providing quality service and maintaining
sustainable customer relationship. To achieve our goals, we focus on as follows:


Assure service quality



Provide optimum solution features and
technology



Provide maximum importance to customer requests and
incorporate necessary changes



Quick service management and support

How GNT is different from others:
Our exceptionally deep technical expertise allows us to take on projects often perceived as too
complex or difficult by other developers. We believe in working in partnership with our clients to
understand their unique needs and working methods. In our experience, working together consistently
results in creating intelligent solutions to meet our client's evolving business demands. This
collaborative style of working has resulted in the development of award-winning software.

Specialized Area

Software Development:
Software development is the designing of software applications for a specific user or group of users
within an organization. Such software is designed to address their needs precisely as opposed to the
more traditional and widespread off-the-shelf software. Such software is typically created just for that
specific entity by a third-party by contract or in-house group of developers and is not packaged for
reselling.

Web-Development
Web development broadly refers to the tasks associated with developing websites for hosting via
intranet or Internet. The Web development process includes Web design, Web content development,
client-side/server-side scripting and network security configuration, among other tasks. Web
development is also known as website development.

Mobile Applications
Also called mobile apps, it is a term used to describe Internet applications that
run on smartphones and other mobile devices. Mobile applications usually
help users by connecting them to Internet services more commonly accessed
on desktop or notebook, or help them by making it easier to use the Internet
on their portable devices. A mobile app may be a mobile Web bookmarking
utility, a mobile-based instant messaging client, Gmail for mobile, and many
other applications.With mobile application you can post, share, like, tweet,
comment, blog, read news all from one device with different customized
applications as desired.

SEO
Increasing organic results in search engines is done by using a process that encompasses both on site
and off site strategies as well as social engagement. While search engine optimization is an ever
evolving specialized practice, there are lots of foundational or regular factors in its core. Below is a
list of recommendation for search engine optimization as well as more evolved and advanced
approaches to guide website owner and business owners to better results online.



On-Page Optimization



Keyword Research



Content Marketing



Local SEO



Brand & Keywords Mentions



Social Engagement



Link Building

We are committed to our clients to bring a positive name of our company by promoting ethical SEO
method.

IT Consultancy
GNT Limited has goal to become one of our nation’s
leading IT products and services firms. Our
“customer first” philosophy ensures that we provide
our clients with “the best IT services and solutions”
possible to optimize their business performance and
meet operational goals. We provide new and
emerging technologies and leading-edge solutions
consistently delivering best-of-the-best industry
programs and practices. Our foundation of success
was built upon our commitment to our customers and
the many talented professionals that we employ.

Quality & Assurance Testing
GNT provides software testing and automation
services that will help you achieve your quality goals.
We unite effective strategies, tactics, and
methodologies with the latest technology and welltrained staff. We provide over 28 affordable and
comprehensive solutions for software testing,
including mobile testing services, web testing services,
and
offshore
testing
services.
If your company is like many companies today, you
may not have the resources to hire your own QA team
and testers. By using SQA Solution, you pay for QA
and Testing services only when you need them. No
project is too large or too small.

Solutions:
We assist our customers to achieve their business objectives by developing IT solutions that
comprehend our intellection, key skills, and technology partnerships. Our services address the
business and technical challenges that our clients are facing, and are focused on many areas where we
have proven skills and can consistently deliver successful solutions that meet or exceed clients'
expectations. Below are our focused areas:



Online News/Journal System



Online School/University



Hotel Management System



Hospital Management System



Real Estate Management System



Automation



Flash



Graphic Design



It Support



Many more ERP Solutions….

Management System


E-commerce System



Customized Web Development



Event Management System



Android/IOS Mobile Applications



Android Based Office Management
System

Why GeeksnTechnoly?
Quality Solution: Our System are guaranteed to improve productiveness. Weare always working in
improving performance usability and innovative Ideas. We have highly trained team of professionals.
Satisfactory: In order to make our clients satisfied we are willing to do whatever it takes. We
therefore try our best make our clients smile. This means that in the unlikely event you are not
completely satisfied with the end result you will not be billed. We also treat any information we
receive with the utmost confidentiality and renounce the possibility of gaining any commercial
advantage from our privileged position as IT professional.
Low Cost :GNT rates are up to 50% lower than those of our main competitors in local market and
overseas. Accordingly we believe that we can maintain this advantage in long term.
Quality Assurance: We have the procedures in place to give us totalcontrol over the quality of the
software we provide, which includes of zero-tolerance for software defects or "bugs" in the
system/software.
Existing Framework: We have pre-built and tested a generic business Framework that we make
available to our clients as a starting point for customized software.Our professional programmers
work directly with you in your business to develop only the software you need to meet your specific
requirements. The software we create belongs to you and is designed to provide without any problem
running for your business for long period of time. It alsogives you an excellent basis on which to
develop your information System as your business grows.

Function of Task Order Manager (TOM)
GeeksnTechnology has created a project schedule for the technical implementation presented
below and will maintain the schedule and budget to ensure activities are executed to allow on
time completion. The TOM will have command of the necessary resources to resolve
problems in a timely and prudent manner. GNT executives will meet with the Customer
representative during a monthly status review and report on and offer solutions and
recommendations for improvement or to solve problems. As part of the Monthly Status
Review, will be prepared to update system status information, action items and required
operational trends and reports.
The project will be broken down to four (4) Phrases: (A)The Design Phrase, (B)The
Integrating and Testing Phrase, (C)Implementing Phrase (D) Operation Phrase.
The Design Phase updates the system architecture based on the approved requirements set to
provide by stakeholder. This process would involve an interactive analysis of the overall
costs versus the impact to overall system reliability. Once the architectural and maintenance
approaches have been finalized, implementing the software coding into the Integration &
Test Phase.

The Integration & Test Phase will involve the checkout of each individual component to
confirm its function and the integration of components together with test configurations in
preparation for testing. The various test scenarios and procedures will next be conducted to
verify anticipated performance, with steps being taken to resolve any discrepancies. After
successfully completing testing, the system will be integrated into full system.
The Implementation Phase will involve the implementation of the project. This will involve
the installation of the hardware and implementing the software. Once the implementing the
hardware and software is completed to build the whole system and final test has been
completed. There will be a DEMO of the system to the customer/stakeholder to show how the
system will work when the full system is integrated in operation.

Technical Team
The Technical Team in GeeksnTechnology has impressive background. The technical team works
hard and they are dedicated and love what they do here in GeeksnTechnology. Everyone in the
GeeksnTechnology has a four-year degree from accredited technical university. They understand their
role in the organization and also know how important to deliver projects on time by meeting the
stakeholder requirements. The technical team in GeeksnTechnology is diverse. The technical teams
include men and women in different ages come to work together for the company. GeeksnTechnology
strongly believes in diversity and professionalism. All the projects below have been delivered on time
with customer satisfaction thank to the hard work of our technical team.

Statement of Work (SOW)
In GeeksnTechnology, the Marketing team receives the Statement of Work (SOW) from the
stakeholder/customer then the SOW gets send to the Lead System Project manager. The lead system
project manager takes the SOW and tries to understand the stakeholder/customer requirements. If
there are any issue/concern, then the project manager contacts the marketing team to setup a meeting
with the stakeholder/customer. Once the meeting has been issued by the stakeholder, the project
manager asks any questions or detail information about the project. Once the SOW is understood in
project manager point of view. He/she takes the SOW and creates System Requirement Specification
(SRS) for the system with the help of lead software developer and technical team.

System Requirements Specification (SRS)
System Requirement Specification is a document that describes technical information for the project.
The SRS includes introductions, product scoop, product functions, system requirement and milestone
of the project. It gives the stakeholder/customer a brief idea what the system will look like once the
system is completed. In milestone part of the project
it describes when certain thing will happen for the project so that stakeholder/customer are aware of
the completion time. Then the lead system project manager takes the SRS and gives it to
stakeholder/customer to review it. Once the SRS has been approved by the stakeholder/customer then
project manager takes the SRS and start doing the System Design Document(SDD) with technical
team.

System Design Document (SDD)
System Design Document (SDD) consists of system design such as diagram of the system from the
higher level of the system to the lower detailed level of the system. The document has mostly
architecture of the system and flow diagram of how system is interacting with other system as full.
The system design document gets approved by lead software developer and project manager. Once it
gets approved by the team then the system goes to integration and testing.

Expertise:







Language/Tools: C#, VB.NET, ASP.NET, JAVA, Visual Studio, Oracle, IOS, Android,
Windows.
Database: SQL, Oracle, DB2, MySQL.
Application Server: Web Logic, and Apache,
Microsoft.
Methodologies: Incremental, Waterfall, Agile and
many more.
Reporting Tool: Crystal report, Oracle Reports.
Web Technologies: HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript,
JQuery, Ajax, XML, and Web Service.

Some of our valuable clients/projects:

Some of our valuable clients/projects:

Thanks

Md. Toriqul Islam
CEO

Geeksntechnology Limited
Mob: +8801613083375,+8801740590259

We believe that we have the right solution using the right technology at the right time for the right
market. GeeksnTechnology Limited “Better innovation for tomorrow”.
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